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Open call: Scientific, Technical and 

Innovation Spanish Plan 2021-2023 
 

The Scientific, Technical and Innovation State Plan (PEICTI in Spanish) 2021-

2023 encompasses different programmes aimed at facing social challenges 

of the 21st century, promote scientific research and knowledge, attract, 

develop and retain top talent as well as accelerate innovation and business 

leadership.  

Three open calls have been issued under the following programmes:  

 

• Ramón y Cajal Programme: to encourage employment of Spanish and 

non-Spanish research personnel at Research and Development 

Spanish Centres. 

• Juán de la Cierva Programme: to encourage the employment of young 

PhD holders to complete their postdoctoral research career in 

Research and Development Spanish Centres different to those in 

which their predoctoral research was conducted.   

• Technical Support Personnel Grant Programme: to encourage 

employment of technical support staff at Research and Development 

Centres to increase and improve the technical services provided at 

scientific and technological infrastructures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More information 

on Tauler Oficial website 

https://webges.uv.es/uvTaeWeb/MuestraInformacionEdictoPublicoFrontAction.do?accion=inicio&idEdictoSeleccionado=36924
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Open call: BBVA Foundation Grants 

for Scientific Research Projects 
 

The BBVA Foundation promotes scientific research through grants for team 

research projects, the dissemination of outcomes to society through 

different channels, advanced training initiatives, research awards in 

partnership with scientific societies and the annual g rant scheme 

“Leonardo”, funding the personal projects of researchers and cultural 

creators.  

The research project grants that are object of this call address the following 

areas: Mathematics, Climate Change and Ecology and Conservation Biology, 

Biomedicine, Social Sciences and Philosophy.  

Grants in the Social Sciences area pursue the development of new 

theoretical approaches in cognitive psychology, social psychology, political 

science, sociology, demography, economics and law.  

The submission period will run from January 1, 2022 to March 15, 2022 at 

18:00, Spanish time.  

 

  

More information on BBVA website  

https://www.fbbva.es/ayudas/ayudas-proyectos-investigacion-cientifica-2021/
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Resources: Círculo de estudios sobre 

Innovación 
 

 
The “Círculo de Estudios sobre Innovación” is an invitation to reflect and 

debate. A group of top minds interested on breaking down the conditions 

and processes that allow innovation to happen.  

This week, Professor Peiró was invited as a guest speaker to shed light on 

“Innovation culture and ways to improve it”. Peiró talks about how to build 

an innovative culture, what’s the role that culture serves in society, the 

challenges that come with it and the need to know the main mechanisms to 

move forward with this kind of culture and its value.  

 

You can watch his lecture and the full debate here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

“Innovation is not a value in itself. 

Innovation creates value when is at the 

service of society” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PspCO4Y4jDg
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Resources: Want to make science popular? 

Here’s how  
 

Those who have had to write a scientific article know the struggle. “Does 

this paragraph make sense?” “Have I cited properly?” “Have I used enough 

fancy words?” 

Well, the demands of writing for a lay audience might be different but they 

can be as challenging. If you’ve ever wondered how to turn a scientific paper 

into something exciting to read about (yes, that’s possible) maybe this will 

give you an idea on how to do it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Get some inspiration here 

 

https://hbr.org/2019/08/generational-differences-at-work-are-small-thinking-theyre-big-affects-our-behavior
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Event: 5th Edition of the International 

Congress of the Spanish Scientific Society of 

Social Psychology 
 

The next SCEPS congress will be held on October 6-8, 2022. The deadline for 

submitting paper proposals is currently open and will last until February 10.  

In this edition, different types of contributions can be presented: 

Symposiums with 4 or 5 participants, Oral Communications, Posters, and as 

a novelty in this edition, participation in the "3 minute sessions" (sessions 

aimed at those young people who have started their PhD and who are in 

their first or second year, in which to present, in 3 minutes, the research 

question formulated, its corresponding practical application, as well as the 

way to approach it, with a subsequent debate with suggestions and 

comments on the topics addressed).   

 

 

  

More information here 

https://congreso2022.sceps.es/presentacion/
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